Achilles Heel of Cancer
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Abstract

Immunotherapy is the most promising trend in cancer treatments. Checkpoint inhibitors block the blocking molecules, enabling T-cells to target the cancer. MDSC-targeted immunotherapy is a new type of immunotherapy that depletes the blocking cells, enabling NK and T-cells to target the cancer. MDSC accumulates in tumor places and suppresses both adaptive and innate immunity. An oncofetal protein – AFPR – was found on host MDSC as well as on majority of cancer cells. This receptor can internalize its ligand: another oncofetal protein – AFP - loaded with nutrients. AFP can be cancer, host or artificial origin; it accumulates in tumor places where it works in a shuttle manner feeding both cancer cells and MDSC. On the opposite, toxin being delivered by AFP instead of nutrient through AFPR depletes MDSC that in its turn unleashes subordinate executive cells both of innate and adaptive immunity to destroy cancer cells. Unlike adaptive immunity T cells innate immunity NK are capable to destroy cancer stem cells that prevent metastases. AFP-toxin drugs can be used to treat metastases, early stage cancers and cancer prophylactics. The use of oncofetal proteins is Achilles hill of cancer and should be reversed against it.
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Introduction

Cancer cells have the same genome as normal cells do. Hundreds of mutations are detected in cancer cells that are different in normal cells. These differences are used to detect cancer cells and to destroy them due to these differences. On the other hand there are several similarities between cancer and normal cells that are possibly more important for cells survival. Oncofetal proteins are expressed by embryo and cancer cells and are involved in interactions with immune system. During pregnancy the mother’s anti-embryo immune response is neutralized by the oncofetal proteins leading to immune tolerance, while in malignancy oncofetal proteins suppress the host’s immune system [1]. Among oncofetal proteins the most known are AFP and AFPR [2, 3]. AFP secreted by yolk sac and embryo liver can grab nutrients from mother’s blood and deliver them through placenta and AFPR-mediated endocytosis into embryo cells. AFPR was found on majority of cancer cells while AFP surprisingly was secreted only by the few cancers. AFPR is useless without AFP and possibility of coincidence of two different mutations that re-express AFP and AFPR in one cell is low. In this case what is the source of AFP in the AFP non-secreting cancers? The answer can be non-detectable small amount AFP secretion by cancer cells and retaining (shuttling) it locally [4], or secretion by the host cells; in any case AFP is accumulated in the tumor [5]. The assumption about AFP secretion by host is now supported by discovery of AFPR on host MDSC [6]. If AFPR exists on MDSC than some host cells should secrete AFP for them or it can be autocrine loop like in some cancer cells [7]. So, embryo and cancer cells are not alone in using oncofetal AFP-AFPR nutrient delivery system. MDSC [8] are superior suppression cells in immune cells hierarchy and they naturally travel from the bone marrow and accumulates in the places where inflammation and immune attack should be naturally blocked, e.g. placenta [9]. Feeding MDSC through AFP-AFPR nutrient delivery system stimulates local immune suppression. On the opposite, depleting MDSC by AFP-toxin drug can reverse immune suppression. MDSC-targeted immunotherapy is a new type of immunotherapy [10, 11].

Immunotherapy aims to empower the immune system to destroy cancer cells. The modern immunotherapy is still in its infancy. Two types of immunotherapy are drawing most of the interest: checkpoint inhibitors [12], which remove “brakes” from the immune system, allowing it to see and go after cancer; and CAR T-cell therapy, which involves a more customized attack. Both immunotherapies use only adaptive immunity T cells and have shown moderate efficacy, can be unsafe for early stage cancer; complexity and cost also prevent their application to
early stage cancer. MDSC-targeted immunotherapy is prevailing these immunotherapies as it activates both NK and T cells. Now the whole immune system is not blind to the cancer and by generating an aggressive response can fight it. Because of the immune system’s unique power this therapy could prove a formidable weapon against many kinds of cancer and offer long-term protection with reduced side effects.

Modern immunotherapies need combinational therapy, e.g. with chemotherapy. AFPR was detected on majority of cancer cells that is why AFP-toxin drug already works as combination of the targeted chemotherapy [13] and MDSC-targeted immunotherapy [10]. Nevertheless, the immunotherapy impact is much more powerful because one magic bullet (targeted chemotherapy) can hit only one MDSC or cancer cell while MDSC depletion has greater consequences. That is the reason of high anti-cancer efficacy of low doses AFP-toxin preparations demonstrated in practice [6].

90% of cancer patients die of metastases that arise from cancer stem cells. Unlike T cells, innate immunity NK are able to deplete cancer stem cells [14]. That is an opportunity for MDSC-targeted immunotherapy to treat metastases, early stage cancers and cancer prophylactics. Moreover, cancer stem cells are close to embryo and normal stem cells by the early stage of differentiation when they can possibly express the same oncofetal protein - AFPR. It means that AFP-toxin drug can serve as targeted chemotherapy for cancer stem cells.

Conclusion

Cancers hijack the immune system for their benefit. The different pathways of immune response blocking are not well understood yet. Nevertheless modern immunotherapy can shift the balance of “attackers” vs. “defenders” to favor ability of “attackers” to overcome “defenders”. Unlike artificial checkpoint inhibitors and CAR T-cell therapies MDSC-targeted immunotherapy use AFP-toxin drug that naturally activates a full strength immune response combining both NK and T-cell anti-cancer attackers. Moreover, AFP-toxin drug serves as targeted chemotherapy against majority of cancers and metastases (possibly hitting cancer stem cells through AFPR). Achilles hill of cancer is in using oncofetal proteins and cancer can be beaten through this weakness. MDSC-targeted immunotherapy + targeted chemotherapy (AFP-toxin drug) can help in creating the medicine of tomorrow.
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